The method of randomization has been a major driver in the recent rise to prominence of empirical development economics. It has helped uncover patterns and facts that had earlier escaped attention. But it has also given rise to heated debate and controversy. This paper evaluates the method of randomization and concludes that, while the method of randomization is the gold standard for description, it is not able to demonstrate causality. Nor This paper is a product of the Office of the Chief Economist, Development Economics Vice Presidency. It is part of a larger effort by the World Bank to provide open access to its research and make a contribution to development policy discussions around the world. Policy Research Working Papers are also posted on the Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. The author may be contacted at kbasu@worldbank.org. does it, in itself, lead to policy conclusions, as is often claimed by its advocates. To get to policy conclusions requires combining the findings of randomized experiments with human intuition, which, being founded in evolution, has innate strengths. Moreover, even nonrandomized empirical methods combined with reasoned intuition can help in crafting development policy. 
Introduction
Human knowledge owes a lot both to the ability of human beings to think and to their inability to think deep enough. This is not as paradoxical as it may sound. It implies people typically know less than they think they do. A careful examination of how we acquire knowledge, even of the most scientific nature, compels us to recognize that a lot of what we take to be knowledge is illusory. 3 The present paper is focused on one of the most important and rapidly-spreading scientific methods of knowledge acquisition in economics, that of randomized trials.
The method of randomization has long been a part of the instruments of investigation in epidemiology, and it is often treated as the gold standard for making causal inferences. Its arrival in economics and, in particular, development economics, is relatively new; but it has arrived here with such gusto that this has become a major story of our time, giving rise to widespread use around the world by development economists, and, in equal measure, debate and discussion about its value and validity. 1 It will be argued here that the rise of randomization and randomized control trials (RCTs) is of immense value to economics and to the crafting of economic policy. At the same time, some of the claims widely made on behalf of RCTs are exaggerated and invalid. It will be shown that RCTs do not give us any special insight into causality. Some of the help it provides in shaping policy is also provided by non-randomized methods and pure studies of correlations. What RCTs do well, and on this it is indeed the gold standard, is to describe large populations. Its value lies in good description; and the worth of good description is not something to be dismissed (Sen, 1980) . But the claims of causality being demonstrated or policy prescriptions coming out directly from these studies are false.
Why do we make the mistake of thinking that studies based on exogenous randomizations, RCTs and even the method of carefully-selected instrumental variables give us insights into causality? The next two sections try to answer this question.
1 See, for instance, Banerjee, 2005; Banerjee and Duflo, 2009, 2012; Bardhan, 2013; Barrett and Carter, 2010; Basu, 2005 Basu, , 2011 Cartwright, 2010; Cartwright and Hardie, 2012; Deaton, 2009 Deaton, , 2010 Duflo, Glennerster and Kremer, 2008; Elbers and Gunning, 2013; Heckman and Smith, 1995; Mookherjee, 2005; Ravallion 2009; and Rodrik, 2008. 4 
Randomization and Causality
To understand why we often tend to think that RCTs demonstrate causal links, consider two celebrated studies that used randomization and led researchers to some striking findings Duflo, 2004, and Miguel and Kremer, 2004 ). Chattopadhyay and Duflo raise a pertinent question: Does having an elected woman leader to head a local government make a difference to the quality of life in the village or locality? There is, it can be shown, a positive correlation between having women leaders and the quality of provision of public goods, such as water. But, a priori, it would be reasonable to say that causality can run either way. On the one hand, it is possible that women have a greater sense of social responsibility and so once elected they make sure that villagers get good water. On the other hand, it is not difficult to think of the causality running the other way around. In a society like India's, it is traditional for women to be in charge of getting water for the household. It is arguable that if fetching water takes up a lot of time in a village, women are unlikely to have the time to run for office, and so would be unlikely to be the elected head of the local government, the panchayat.
It is therefore possible to argue, a priori, that the correlation between the election of a woman leader and the better provision of public goods, such as water, reflects causality running either way. Chattopadhyay and Duflo (2004) sorted this out through a deft use of a natural randomization exercise.
2 The Indian government had decreed through a constitutional amendment that in one-third of the panchayats all over India, selected by lottery, the leader must be a woman. Utilizing this random choice of women leaders, they showed that one of the a priori hypotheses, namely, that the choice of elected women leaders was caused by the better provision of water, was false. And, from this, they concluded that it was the choice of a woman leader that caused the better provision of public goods and, in particular, water.
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What their study did, virtually beyond question, was to rule out the hypothesis that causality ran from villages with superior provision of water to women being elected leaders. However, it never proved the causality ran in the reverse direction. That impression was created in our minds by the unwitting use of a set of prior possibilities and picking the residual after all other possibilities were ruled out by trials and experiments. To jump from this to the policy conclusion that we should elect a woman to the head the panchayat to improve village water supply would be hasty.
Similarly, consider the seminal work of Miguel and Kremer (2004) . In developing countries there tends to be a correlation between the use of deworming medicine by school children and superior participation in schools by children. Why may this be so? Regular participation in school may teach the children the importance of good hygiene and, in particular, keeping oneself free of stomach worms and so they take deworming medicines. It can be that some households are smarter and smartness means being aware of the importance deworming and going to school regularly. It can also be that deworming makes children fit and fitness enables them to attend school regularly. Miguel and Kremer used an excellently designed RCT. They administered deworming medicine to children in a bunch of randomly selected schools in Kenya 3 and found that participation rates of students improved. This clearly ruled out the first two causal hypotheses.
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It should be clear that in neither of the two studies just discussed is causality established. Based on these findings, we cannot assert that electing a woman leader in a Tamil Nadu village will improve water provision there and administering deworming medicine to all school kids in a school in Kenya in 2014 6 will improve school attendance. All these two RCTs do-and RCTs are ideal for this-is to rule out certain possible causal links. They give the impression of having pinned down causality only because we carry certain priors about causal links and when all but one of our priors are ruled out, our mind jumps to the conclusion that causality has been established; 5 and we feel that we are now ready to use these findings to design actual policy interventions.
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To be aware of our own minds' propensities, it is at times useful to take cognizance of the very different beliefs found in other cultures, which those cultures consider perfectly reasonable. The Gurung tribesmen of Nepal spend a lot of time climbing dangerously high trees to gather honey. When the French photographer, Eric Valli, who worked extensively among the Gurung, asked them if they do not ever fall down from their high perch, they replied: "Yes, you fall when your life is over." (National Geographic, vol. 193, no. 6, June 1998, p.92) The above argument warns us that these "conclusions," about causal links and policy making can be wrong. By the use of examples and a simple argument, I now show they are wrong.
Suppose researchers come to a town and do a randomized control trial on the town population to check if the injection of a green chemical improves memory and has adverse side effects. And suppose it is found that it has no side effects and improves memory greatly in 95% of cases. If the study is properly done and the random draw is truly random, it is likely to be treated as an important finding and will, in all likelihood, get published in a major scientific journal. 5 The reason magic surprises us has roots in a similar phenomenon of the human mind. The skillful magician instills in us certain prior beliefs about how a rabbit may have got into a hat. Then he or she demonstrates that none of these are possible and when the rabbit is pulled out of the hat, we are left wondering if this was a miracle.
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Now consider a particular woman called Eve who lives in this town and is keen to enhance her memory. Can she, on the basis of this scientific study, deduce that there is 0.95 probability that her memory will improve greatly if she takes this injection? The answer is no, because she is not a random draw of an individual from this town. All we do know from the law of large numbers is that for every randomly drawn person from this population the probability that the injection will enhance memory is 0.95. But this would not be true for a specially chosen person in the same way that this would not be true of someone chosen from another town or another time.
To see this more clearly, permit me to alter the scenario in a statisticallyneutral way. Suppose that what I called the town in the above example is actually the Garden of Eden, which is inhabited by snakes and other similar creatures, and Eve and Adam are the only human beings in this place. Suppose now the same experiment was done in the Garden of Eden. That is, randomizers came, drew a large random sample of creatures, and administered the green injection and got the same result as described above. It works in 95% of cases. Clearly, Eve will have little confidence, on the basis of this, to expect that this treatment will work on her. I am assuming that the random draw of creatures on whom the injection was tested did not include Eve and Adam. Eve will in all likelihood flee from anyone trying to administer this injection to her, because she would have plainly seen that what the RCT demonstrates is that it works in the case of snakes and other such creatures; and the fact that she is part of the population from which the random sample was drawn is in no way pertinent.
Indeed, and the importance of this will become evident later, suppose in a neighboring garden, where all living creatures happen to be humans, there was a biased-sample (meaning non-random 7 ) trial of this injection, and it was found that the injection does not enhance memory and, in fact, gives a throbbing headache in a large proportion of cases, it is likely that Eve would be tempted to go along with this biased-sample study done on another population rather than the RCT 8 conducted on her own population in drawing conclusions about what the injection might do to her. There is as little hard reason for Eve to reach this conclusion as it would be for her to conclude that the RCT result in her own Garden of Eden would work on her. I am merely pointing to a propensity of the human mind whereby certain biased trials may appear more relevant to us than certain perfectly controlled ones.
We shall return to this later. For now what is important to note is that even if there is a result proved by a proper randomized controlled trial conducted on a population to which you belong, you have no reason, on the basis purely of this study, to believe that its finding will apply to you.
The same reasoning carries over when one moves from a finding based on one population to another population. The fact that the choice of a woman leader of the village council in Bengal and Rajasthan led to the better provision of public goods does not mean that you have reason to expect this will be true in Bihar, Bahia or Bahrain, or, for that matter, in Bengal and Rajasthan tomorrow, because tomorrow's population is a different one. At least, if we were as fastidious about deducing conclusions as the practitioners of randomized control trials want us to be, we could not draw those conclusions about other places and other times. That would be like drawing lessons from biased samples. This, in an interesting converse way, is related to an important problem noted by Deaton (2010) . Even if we learn the facts from properly controlled randomized trials, if the intervention is then to be made not on a random draw from the population but to a speciallyselected group, we should be prepared for failure. 8 Cartwright (2010) is right in her criticism of the current obsession with the method of randomization and in her broad reservations about RCTs. However, contrary to Cartwright's claims, I would argue that RCTs do provide the gold standard for describing large populations but, on the other hand, they fail, and do so wholly, in demonstrating causality. They show us what we have long known, that by the use of the law of large numbers, we can describe the average characteristics of a large population by appropriately studying a small sample drawn from the population. RCTs do this extremely well.
On the other hand, when it comes to causality, RCTs give us no insight. In other words, what I have tried to demonstrate is a critique similar to that of Cartwright (2010 Cartwright ( , 2011 but with a significant difference. On description I would urge us to give RCTs full marks; but on causality, which is the main claim of the practitioners of the method of randomization, we should give it no marks. Causality cannot be demonstrated objectively by this method. 
Learning from Success and Failure
The advantage of randomized experiments in describing populations creates an illusion of knowledge, which is not always easy to unravel. This happens because of the propensity of scientific journals to value so-called causal findings and not value findings where no (so-called) causality is found. In brief, it is arguable that we know less than we think we do.
To see this, suppose--as is indeed the case in reality--that thousands of researchers in thousands of places are conducting experiments to reveal some causal link. Let us in particular suppose that there are numerous researchers in 9 Causality in science and economics has long been the source of philosophical debate and skirmish: see, for instance, Sen (1959) , Hicks (1979) , Hacking (1975) , Skyrms (1980 ), Hoover (2001 . In its purest form, the existence of causality simply means that if there were two worlds which were identical just before time t, they cannot be different at time t. If one buys into this as an axiom, as many prominent philosophers through the ages have done, one adopts a 'deterministic' view of life. Among economists, Amartya Sen took a similar line in one of his earliest writings- Sen (1959) . I should hasten to add that though he has not directly written on this subsequently, there is some smoking-gun evidence from his other writings that his views on this have changed.
It may appear at first sight that this pristine form of causality does not have any implication for what we do and how we behave and so would be dismissed at least by logical positivists as a debate of no consequence. This is however not right since whether or not one is a determinist has important implications concerning the moral responsibility of individuals for their actions, with implications for systems of justice and the punishment that is meted out to those whose actions are found unacceptable to society. numerous villages doing randomized experiments to see if M causes P. Words being more transparent than symbols, let us assume they want to see if medicine (M) improves the school participation (P) of school-going children. In each village, ten randomly-selected children are administered M and the school participation rates of those children and also children who were not given M are monitored. Suppose children without M go to school half the time and are out of school the other half. The question is: Is there a systematic difference of behavior among children given M? I shall now deliberately construct an underlying model whereby there will be no causal link between M and P. Suppose Nature does the following. For each child, whether or not the child has had M, Nature tosses a coin. If it comes out tails the child does not go to school and if it comes out heads, the child goes to school regularly.
Consider a village and an RCT researcher in the village. What is the probability, p, that she will find that all ten children given M will go to school regularly? The answer is clearly p = (1/2) 10 since we have to get heads for each of the ten tosses for the ten children. Now consider n researchers in n villages. What is the probability that all n villages will have mixed outcomes, by which I mean, some children will participate in school and some will not (i.e., some of the ten tosses in each village will result in heads and some in tails)? Clearly, the answer is:
Hence, if ϕ(n) is used to denote the probability that among the n villages where the experiment is done, there is at least one village where all ten tosses come out heads, we have:
Check now that if n = 1, that is, there is only one village where this experiment is done, the probability that all ten children administered M will participate in school regularly is ϕ(1) = 0.001. In other words, the likelihood is negligible.
It is easy to check the following are true: ϕ(100) = 0.0931 ϕ(1,000) = 0.6236 ϕ(10,000) = 0.9999
And therein lies the catch. If the experiment is done in 100 villages, the probability that there exists at least one village in which all tosses result in heads is still very small, less than 0.1. But if there are 1,000 experimenters in 1,000 villages doing this, the probability that there will exist one village where it will be found that all ten children administered M will participate regularly in school is 0.6236. That is, it is more likely that such a village will exist than not. And, if the experiment is done in 10,000 villages, the probability of there being one village where M always leads to P is a virtual certainty (0.9999). This is, of course, a specific example. But that this problem will invariably arise follows from the fact that lim n→∞ ϕ(n) = 1 -(1 -p) n = 1.
Given that those who find such a compelling link between M and P will be able to publish their paper and others will not, we will get the impression that a true causal link has been found, though in this case (since we know the underlying process) we know that that is not the case. With 10,000 experiments it is close to certainty that someone will find a firm link between M and P. Hence, the finding of such a link shows nothing but the laws of probability being intact. Yet, thanks to the propensity of journals to publish the presence rather than the absence of "causal" links, we get an illusion of knowledge and discovery where there are none.
One practical implication of this observation is that it spells out the urgent need for a Journal of Failed Experiments or at least a publicly-available depository of such experiments so that we know how many people found a relation between M and P and how many did not. This will not solve all problems, since arguably, in each of the villages where researchers were looking for the relation between M and P, it is possible that M and P stood for different things from what others were looking for in other villages. If each underlying process entails the toss of a coin as in the above description, then we will not have evidence on the same test in many places, but different tests in different places. Nevertheless, it is important to keep track of failed experiments, in the sense of experiments that did not reveal any link between two variables. And such a journal, there can be little doubt, will have a sobering effect on economics, making evident where the presence of a result is likely to be a statistical artifact.
Knowledge, Evolution and the Induction Principle
Despite the skepticism of the previous sections, the fact remains that human beings know a lot. We "know" when we release a ball in mid-air, it will move down; we "know" what time the sun will rise tomorrow; we "know" that it is a virus that is the source of the common cold. Of course, all this can be the luck of the draw, implying that all this supposed knowledge worked thus far, but will not tomorrow. This cannot be ruled out formally, but intuition suggests there is more to these bits of knowledge than pure luck. At any rate, that is the presumption under which I will work. Human beings know a lot about nature or, more minimally, our minds are somehow synchronized with nature. We tend to observe patterns in nature, where indeed there are patterns. And most of what our mind knows it does simply by picking up knowledge along the way without pausing to think if the knowledge has scientific basis and if it will stand the test of randomization.
A child soon learns that a person rolling over with laughter is happy, the woman weeping quietly is sad, the man with ruffled hair running toward another man with an open knife is likely to do harm. If we acted as custodians of 13 knowledge by randomization, and stopped the child at each stage and asked the child to reject these pieces of knowledge until they had verified them by conducting RCTs, that is by making sure that randomly-selected persons rolling over with laughter were happier than others, and so on, then it is likely that the child's cognitive abilities would be deeply damaged.
If we truly paused to think, we would recognize that the proportion of knowledge that we informally absorb is substantially greater than what we know based on scientific enquiries. To dismiss the former out of hand would greatly deplete our knowledge.
As the example of the Garden of Eden, above, shows, in acquiring knowledge there is scope and indeed need for a catholicity of methods, since our intuition can help fill the gaps. A recent study (Paul and Dredze, 2011) shows that there is an amazingly strong correlation between the incidence of flu in the US and the extent of chatter related to the flu on twitter. Seeing this, most of us will be prone to assuming that it is not the chatter that causes the flu. And this would seem to me to be the right conclusion, and there would be no reason to insist that this be established by conducting proper randomized trials. 14 What will be argued here is that we have no choice but to use this faculty of ours to go from experience-both statistically sound ones based on RCTs and also ones based on biased samples-to the crafting of policy. There is actually no other option. As we saw in the previous sections, RCTs do not in themselves tell us anything about the traits of populations in other places and at other times. Hence, no matter how large the population is from which we draw our random samples, since it is impossible to draw samples from tomorrow's population and all policies we craft today are for use tomorrow, there is no "scientific" way to go from RCTs to policy. En route from evidence and experience to policy, we have to rely on intuition, common sense and judgment.
12 It is evidence coupled with intuition and judgment that gives us knowledge. To deny any role to intuition is to fall into total nihilism.
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Some critics have pointed out that the method of experiments and random trials deflects us from the important aim of explaining "why" certain regularities in nature occur instead of merely finding such regularities. This is an important observation made by very prominent commentators to this debate (see, for instance, Deaton, 2010; Heckman and Smith, 1995) and answering to the "why" is indeed an important ingredient of human understanding. However, I would argue that as a critique of RCTs, this is invalid (see also McKenzie, 2012) . To see this, let me point out, as will become evident later, that some of our so-called understanding is delusional. It is based on the mind observing regularities and, after some time, treating these regularities as facts of nature. Then when we see something new happen and say that we have understood it, it is because we have managed to fit this new observation into the partly solved jigsaw puzzle where the other parts are provided by our previous observation of regularity and our propensity to treat those as immutable parts of nature. To the extent that RCTs feed our minds with more and more observed and statistically verified regularities, they actually help with our understanding of why certain things happen, instead of deflecting us from such an understanding. So this arrow, despite having been shot by such shrewd observers, does not slay the claims made on behalf of the method of randomization. But there are other arrows.
The first ingredient for going from past regularities to expectations about the future is the "induction principle." Broadly, this says that if we see something that has happened repeatedly in the past, like the sun having risen every day, we have reason to expect this will happen in the future. We have no escape from using the induction principle in acquiring (falsifiable) knowledge.
14 That qualifier, "falsifiable," is necessary because there are certain kinds of deductive knowledge that do not require any evidence or data. This is true of, for instance, the Pythagoras theorem on right-angled triangles, or Arrow's Impossibility theorem on voting. The knowledge of these results does not require facts and so is independent of the principle. But, in this paper, I am keeping such non-falsifiable knowledge aside and focusing attention exclusively on knowledge which is, in principle, falsifiable.
The problem with the induction principle, so essential for this kind of knowledge, is that it is inherently fuzzy; and it is possible for intelligent people not to accept it. This stems from the fact that the validity of the induction principle depends on our priors, and priors, by their very nature, cannot be proved.
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Let us see what kinds of priors get us to the induction principle. Suppose you have the prior that nature sits with an urn containing a very large number of balls which could be (1) all white, (2) all black and (3) some white and some black. You believe that just before dawn nature picks a ball. If it is white, the sun is made to rise and if it is black, the sun is stopped from rising. Now consider your first dawn. If the sun rises, you know (2) cannot be valid. Then as the sun continues to rise every morning, you gradually begin to rule out (3) and base your expectations on (1). The more ample the evidence is, the harder your belief becomes that the sun will rise tomorrow as it has done in the past.
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But consider a person with different priors. She believes either (2) or (3), above, is true. Now when the sun rises the first day, (2) is ruled out. Then as the sun rises each morning, her prediction with every passing day will go the other way around. She will become more and more firm in the expectation that the sun will not rise tomorrow.
17 She will reject the induction principle and there is no way to persuade her that she is wrong. It is my prior versus hers.
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The induction principle cannot of its own reach definite conclusions. As Manski (2013, p. 30-31) observes, "The logic of inference does not enable any conclusions about future or hypothetical situations to be drawn based on observed tendencies per se. Assumptions are essential." This inherent ambiguity 16 Bertrand Russell (1912) , in an essay on induction, has made this very clear with the example of the chicken trained in the art of induction who expects to have its neck patted every day only to have it wrung one fine morning. This risk will always be there but one can amass greater and greater amount of data from the past to provide strength to the inductive process. Thus we may have begun by arguing that the sun will rise tomorrow because it has done so in the past. But if we could base this on the larger body of evidence that we now have about spinning bodies continuing to spin, we will have an even longer data base to base our induction on. In some sense, this is the heart of the scientific enterprise. 17 If her prior is that the urn contains a large and finite number of balls, will not be able to compute the probability that the sun will not rise tomorrow but with will be sure with each passing day that the probability of the sun not rising will become larger. If the ball has z balls and w of those are white, then after the sun has risen for y days, her estimated probability of the sun not rising the next day will be η ≡ (z -w)/(z -y). Clearly, as y increases, so does η. This is a light-hearted argument but cannot be dismissed out of hand. This along with the argument alerts us to the fact that science, which is so rooted in induction, should be taken with a dose of skepticism. This is my one argument with Dawkins (2006) . The skepticism he expresses about religion and faith is right; but he falls into some of the same traps he warns us against when it comes to science. The human proclivity for superstition does not end with religion. of the induction principle and the need for tempering it with assumptions or human judgment opens us to the risk of "anything goes." Human beings have often been subject to blind faith and strange delusions of knowledge and superstitions and large mistakes in decisions have been made and continue to be made because of this. Hence, it needs to be emphasized that the method of using the best available evidence and intuition to derive policy has to guard against this risk. Just as we have intuition, we also have reason. While, as I have tried to show, there is no getting away from the use of intuition, what we need to do is to harness reason to vet our intuition. What we have to rely on is best described as reasoned intuition.
Reasoned Intuition
Making good policy entails the use of the best available evidence. But to do this right we need reason and that is often a stumbling block. Moreover, the fact that we should use the best available evidence does not imply that policies must invariably be based on evidence. To see this, consider the common criticism whenever someone proposes a new policy. Assume that a person recommends a new policy intervention, called X, without providing any evidence on whether or not X works. X could be a new way to make conditional cash transfers to the poor. It is common in such a situation to find critics who will oppose this policy X on the ground that there is no evidence whether or not X works. What these critics do not realize is that such a criticism is self-contradictory and thus invalid.
To understand this, let "not doing X" be called "doing Y." Clearly, if there is no evidence whether or not X works, there is no evidence whether or not Y works. If it is wrong to implement X if there is no evidence whether or not X works, it is wrong to implement Y if there is no evidence whether or not Y works. But since Y is the negation of X, it is meaningless to say that we should not implement X or Y. This contradiction establishes that the initial criticism must be invalid. This is simply a cautionary tale about the ubiquity of unreason and the errors it leads us into. Of course, the best available evidence must be used, and 18 we must learn from past patterns and regularities about what to expect in the future. What is often not recognized is that when people try to follow the widelyused dictum, "policies should be evidence based," the hardest part of the rule is contained in the word "based." This is the reason why we so often hear glib references to some evidence and then a hand-waving switch to one's favored policy, ignoring the fact that the policy should be based on the best available evidence.
But how do we make this transition from evidence to policy? As I argued earlier, our intuition has something innately valuable in it. This may well be an outcome of evolution. If the human intuition were completely out of line with nature and read patterns wrong, presumably it would have been weeded out by the process of natural selection. However, as the above example shows, our pure intuition and gut feeling may not be quite flawless. They need to be held under the scanner of reason before we use them to translate experience and evidence into rules of behavior and policy. I use the expression "reasoned intuition" to refer to intuition after it has been subjected to thought and scrutiny by the other faculty that we all possess, namely, reason. It is not possible to give "reasoned intuition" a hard definition. Its importance is founded on the realization that our intuitions are not flawless. Major blunders have been committed in the past by humankind on the basis of intuition and a refusal to subject intuition to scrutiny.
Fortunately, we also possess the ability to reason. What I am arguing is that by bringing these two faculties-intuition and reason-together, we can greatly improve our ability to make policies. Is my intuition consistent with the evidence we have and the other things I already know? Is it consistent with the other intuitive beliefs I hold? Reasoned intuition is intuition that has been subjected to this kind of interrogation.
Indeed, a large part of the present paper tried to show that there is no getting away from the use of reasoned intuition. Empirical studies, no matter how carefully done, cannot in themselves lead us to particular policies. Going from evidence, data, and statistics to policy will invariably entail a leap of imagination.
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This is facilitated by our intuition, honed over millennia by the processes of evolution. But we must stand ready to subject the intuition to reason. This cannot be stated as a hard rule; but to ignore it on that ground would be a mistake.
I can illustrate some kinds of common mistakes that our intuition often leads us to. The remedy is not to discard the use of intuition but to pause and check that it stands the test of reason. One empirical finding which has been at the base of a lot of development policy discussion is the role of growth in mitigating poverty. Dollar, Kleineberg and Kraay (2013) have recently shown, using a remarkably comprehensive data set, spanning multiple countries and several decades, that the bulk of poverty reduction that the world has seen in the past was due to overall GDP growth. Intuition then prompts us to propose that we should therefore rely on growth rather than specially designed market interventions to battle poverty. For the untutored, the growth v. poverty debate is an emotive one and this observation quickly gathers support among those who have a predilection to leave it all to the market. Without going into this larger debate here (see Basu, 2013 , for such a discussion), let me simply point to an obvious mistake that leads us to make this policy conclusion from this robust empirical finding. The fact that 75% of the drop in poverty in the past occurred because of growth in no way shows that growth is more effective in eradicating poverty than say a new conditional cash transfer program. The mistake in making that deduction would be the same as someone studying infections in the 1930s asserting that we should rely on non-penicillin medicines because past data shows that 99% of all cures were because of non-penicillin drugs. This ignores the fact that penicillin was discovered in 1928 and so the lack of evidence of the success of penicillin is not a sign of penicillin not working but of penicillin not existing.
In other words, if we want to use the induction principle to decide if policy X is likely to achieve a certain result R, it is not enough to show that R was achieved in the past because of Y and from this conclude X will not work. It is important to check if X was tried in the past and then make the deduction. In case X never achieved R because X was never tried, we do not have evidence on the 20 efficacy of X one way or the other. To assume otherwise is to make the same mistake as the one discussed at the start of this section, whereby the lack of evidence in favor and against a new policy is taken to be a verdict against the new policy. As was pointed out earlier, the induction principle does not have a precise definition; but, upon cogitation, we can nevertheless conclude that supposedly inductive conclusions are wrong. It is this which makes the inductive principle useful.
The mistake about growth and poverty just discussed is the same one that we so often hear being used for job creation. People often assert that we have to rely on the private sector for job creation because past data show that 80% of jobs were created by the private sector. If this logic were correct, we would also have to accept the logic of an economist in Soviet Russia in 1980 arguing that we have to rely on the state for job creation because past data show that 90% of all jobs were created by the state.
These are all examples of using our intuition wrongly to go from induction to certain policy prescriptions. Since the induction principle is not one that can be formally defined, mistakes are also not always possible to formally define. Yet, if we pause to reason carefully or listen to someone else provide the reasoning, we would, on our own, back off from many a wrong policy. This is what reasoned intuition is all about.
What is the role of theory in all this? It is common to pay lip service to this and assert that we need both theory and data to make policy prescriptions. There are many instances where we do not need any theory. Spotting regularities in data, coupled with reasoned intuition, can take us to useful policy prescriptions. There can be no need for theory. Likewise, there are areas where theory, coupled with what we intuitively know, can take us to useful policy decisions.
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The real role of theory is to make consistency checks on our intuitive beliefs 19 and, based on our intuitive beliefs, to take steps toward a deeper understanding using pure deduction. Can all the beliefs we hold be together valid? Theory is a method for checking this. It also helps us take deductive steps in conjunction with what we know, whether through formal empirical studies or simply through the informal acquisition of knowledge. The role of theory and empirics is best understood with an analogy with Sudoku. Suppose we have a slightly different Sudoku game in which the numbers that are typically entered in the squares to start with are not shown explicitly but have to be found out using clues ("look under a pillow for the number that goes into the left-hand square). The search for these preexisting but hidden numbers is akin to empirical investigation. However, once we have found out all the numbers specified in advance, the rest of the Sudoku proceeds by pure reasoning. All the other numbers have to be deduced rather than found. This is akin to what theory does. It enables us to move on using the given facts and by using pure deduction.
Concluding Remarks
The rise of the method of randomization has been a major stimulus to empirical development economics and as such it is a welcome advance. Akin to what this method did earlier for epidemiology, it has in its short life in economics brought to light several new facts that were earlier languishing unseen. This deserves credit and further use. However, the claims made by its proponents concerning its ability to reveal causal links and directly lead to policy conclusions are wrong. That is what this paper tried to argue. RCTs have no advantage on these scores. What RCTs do usefully and well is to describe. They give us ways to describe static features and also temporal features (M happened in period 1 for some members of the population and P happened in period 2 for 90% of those to whom M happened and 10% of those to whom M did not happen) with no clues to causality. They tell us what percentage of swans is black by studying a sample of swans. This is very useful, but has nothing to do with causality.
Causality is a mental construct for observers that helps them apply intuition and judgment, in conjunction with what they know or think they know, to decide how to behave and which policies to choose. What human beings know comes from many sources, and to deem only one method valid and all others invalid is to slow the process of knowledge acquisition. The catholicity of methods currently used-from anthropological notes, analysis of large data sets, everyday experience and randomized trials-all have a role to play in this enterprise. When it comes to seeking good descriptions of past facts, RCTs constitute the best method to aspire to. When it comes to the search for causality and best policy, there is a role for all, including reasoned intuition, honed over millennia of human evolution and a shot of skepticism-an awareness that for all our best efforts, we may be wrong.
